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ABSTRACT 
A Study of Evaporation and Evapotranspiration 
In Peru 
by 
Fernando Chanduvi-Acuna, Master of Science. 
Utah State University, 1969 
Major Professor: Jerald E. Christiansen 
Department: Irrigation and Drainage Engineering 
Twenty-four equations for estimating evaporation and/or evapo-
ix 
transpiration were compared with measured Piche evaporation. At least 
1728 months of records from 12 Peruvian stations were analyzed in this 
study. 
Computer programs were developed to work this study and the results 
were compared by plotting. 
It has been found that the equation that best fits the Piche 
evaporation in the low elevation stations ·in Peru is Chris tiansen 's 




Geographic situation, area, and population 
Peru is located in the central west coast of South America, on the 
Pacific Ocean side. Lima, with a population of about 2,000,000 people, 
is the capital. 
Peru has the following coordinates in the extreme points: 
000 00'00" S latitude 
180 24'00" S latitude 
810 36'00" W longitude 
680 36'00" W longitude 
The country borders on the Pacific Ocean on the west, Brazil and 
Bolivia on the east, Ecuador and Colombia on the north, and Chile on the 
south. 
Peru has an area of approximately 1,285,215 square kilometers 
(496,222 square miles), and a population of more than 11,000,000 inhabi-
tants. It is the third largest of the Latin American republics, and is 
exceeded in size only by Brazil and Argentina. 
Geographical' regions and climate ' 
The topography of the country, its location near the equator, and 
the presence of the Peruvian current of Humboldt, produce a climatic 
complexity. The coastal area near the Pacific Ocean is very arid, and 
in some locations rainfall never occurs. 
Three principal regions are well defined in the country as shown in 
Figure 1. 


































The coastal zone. This region is a narrow strip along the west 
side of the country. It is a dry zone where the agriculture practiced 
is based on irrigation from the seasonal discharge of the rivers. Its 
average width is 80 kilometers (43.7 miles) and its length is 2,250 
kilometers (1,400 miles). 
Irrigation is vital because the coastal region is almost rainless. 
Only a few of the rivers flowing into the Pacific Ocean from the Andes 
carry water all the year around. Because of the steep gradient of the 
rivers there are only a few storage reservoirs. 
3 
Most of the important cities of the country, Lima, Piura, Chiclayo, 
Chimbote, Ica, and Tacna, are located in this zone. With only 11 percent 
of the area of the country, it contains about 35 percent of the 
inhabitants. 
The mountainous zone. This region, also known as the Sierra, com-
prises all the Andean highlands and valleys over 6,500 feet. Its 
average altitude is at about 13,000 feet. Three great mountain chains 
(Cordilleras) run longitudinally through the country from northwest to 
southeast. In addition to agriculture and livestock, the most profitable 
economic activity of the region is mining, because most of Peru's 
valuable mineral deposits are located in the Sierra. 
The Sierra covers about 26 percent of the total area of Peru and 
has 51 percent of the total population. The principal towns in the 
Sierra are Arequipa and Cuzco (the old Inca capital) in the south, 
Huancayo and Ayacucho in the center, and Cajamarca in the north. 
The jungle (selva). The remainder of the national territory, about 
63 percent, lies to the east of the Andes and extends into the Amazon 
Basin. In the hot, wet valleys and uplands, tea, cacao, cocoanuts, and 
4 
tobacco are being cultivated. 
The tropical forest and impenetrable undergrowth make difficult the 
development of this region, but the abundance of forest products, the 
land suitability for growing a variety of crops, and the improvements 
of roads are slowly making possible the development of the jungle. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study are: 
1. To compare measured Piche evaporation with values computed 
from the more commonly used formulas for estimating evaporation and/or 
evapotranspiration in order to better understand its relationship to 
water requirements of crops. 
2. To determine the effect of altitude on Piche evaporation. 
3. To determine what kind of additional work on evaporation 
and/or evapotranspiration should be undertaken in order to more reliably 
estimate water requirements. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Evaporation 
Evaporation is the natural process by which water is changed from 
a liquid to a vapor. Evaporation from an exposed water surface is sub-
ject to the effect of many varying climatic and other factors. The 
resulting evaporation is a complex process, difficult to analyze and 
difficult to correlate with measurements of the individual factors that 
affect its rate. Many attempts have been made to correlate evaporation 
data with climatic parameters, and to derive mathematical expressions 
for evaporation in terms of one or more of these factors. In most 
instances only a few parameters are considered, and, therefore, the 
equations do not accurately reflect the influence of all of the factors 
that make up the climate. 
Evaporation from pans and lakes 
Pan evaporation is the evaporation measured with a standard pan, 
such as the Class A pan adopted by the U.S. Weather Bureau. This pan 
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has a diameter of 4 feet, a height of 10 inches, and is installed 6 inches 
above the ground surface. The depth of water in the pan is kept at 
about 7.5 inches. 
Lake evaporation has been related to Class A pan evaporation by a 
coefficient which has an annual value of about 0.70. Monthly values 
vary appreciably depending on the heat capacity of the lake. 
Australian tank evaporimeter 
The Australian tank evaporimeter, which is referred to in this 
study, consists of a cylindrical copper tank 3 feet in diameter and 3 
feet deep, set in an outer tank 4 feet in diameter and 2 feet 10 inches 
deep. The outer tank is set flush with the ground. The depth of water 
in the inner tank is measured with a micrometer screw and float and is 
allowed to vary over a range from l~ to 3 inches below the rim. 
Piche evaporation 
The Piche evaporation is the evaporation measured in a graduated 
tube, 30 cm long, with the lower end covered by a paper disk held in 
place by a metallic device. The tube is filled with water and turned 
upside down. The water evaporates from the wetted paper disk. Water 
loss is read on the scale on the tube as a measurement of evaporation, 
and is usually reported in millimeters (mrn) per day or per month. 
Fuess evaporimeter 
The Fuess evaporimeter, or evaporigraph, is a device for measuring 
evaporation. It is placed in a shelter to avoid the effects of direct 
radiation and wind. The evaporimeter consists of 250-cm2 metal pan, 
6 
1 cm high. A plastic bottle containing the water supply is supported 
above the pan to maintain a constant water level in the pan. As the 
water evaporates from the pan, the change in weight actuates a needle 
which plots the evaporation on a graduated chart on a metal drum, which 
is moved by a clock mechanism. The drum makes one revolution in 24 hours. 
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Atmospheric pressure 
Atmospheric pressure refers to the weight of a co1uam of the 
atmosphere of unit cross section ahove, the poitltof observation. This 
pressure,has been expressed most frequently 'as ,the height .of ,a, column of, 
mercury of equivalent weight. Atmospheric pres,sure at sea level is 
normally the ,equivalent of about 30 inches of mercury, or about 14.7 
pounds per square inch. 
A standard atmosphere is a pressure pf 760 nun or 76 cm .and equals 
29.92 inches of mercury. It is also customa~y to express atmospheric 
pressure in the cgs units of force per unit area,. For this purpose, the 
unit is the.bar. One bar is the force of 106 dynes/cm2, and the millibar 
is 103 dynes/cm2• One bar is approximately 1 atmosphere (1.032) 
standard atmospheres). 
Humidity 
Humidity refers to water vapor in the atmosphel1e. Since water vapor, 
exerts its own,partia1 pressure exactly 'in the manner of each of the other 
gases which constitute the ,atmosphere, the humidity can be .exp,:cessed in 
terms of the partial pressure of water vapor, in millibars. However, 
other units for eXpressing humidity are more 'convenient for ml;lny 
practical uses .. 
Relative humidity 'is the ratioe/em, expressed asa percent~ge, 
where e is the vapor pressure and em is th~ saturation vapor 
pressure at the existing temperature. The saturation vapor pressure is 
the maximum vapor pressure which Cl,ill exist in the atmosphere at,a given 
tempera~ure. Any further increase of e beyond em leads t08upersa,t-
uration and the [condensation .from the air of ,the excess vapor. The 
8 
saturation vapor pressure, em' is a known function of the temperature 
alone. 
The relative humidity influences the rate of evaporation into the 
air. It is measured by the cooling produced by such evaporation, as 
shown by the difference between the wet bulb and the dry bulb tempera-
ture. The wet bulb temperature is the temperature registered by a 
thermometer whose bulb is covered by a wet cloth and exposed to a 
ventilation sufficient to insure a maximum rate of evaporation, or cool-
ing. The dry bulb temperature is the temperature as measured by a 
standard thermometer which is exposed to the same ventilation as the wet 
bulb. From the depression of the wet bulb temperature below the 
observed dry bulb temperature, the relative humidity may be obtained 
from standard tables. The vapor pressure e may be obtained from 
similar tables, since e is a function of the dry bulb temperature alone. 
m 
Dewpoint is the temperature to which the air must be cooled at 
constant pressure in order to become saturated, i.e., the temperature 
for which e is the same as the prevailing vapor pressure e, and for 
m 
which the relative humidity is 100 percent. 
Radiation 
Radiation may be described as energy which travels in the form of 
electromagnetic wave motion and which produces heating wherever it is 
absorbed. 
The solar constant is the intensity of the solar radiation at the 
outer limit of the atmosphere on a surface perpendicular to the solar 
beam. Its value is about 2.00 cal/cm2/min when the earth is at its 
mean distance from the sun. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The knowledge of the amount of water needed to be applied to the soil 
for crop production is very important. At the same time, evaporation 
losses from reservoirs are also important. 
Many methods and procedures have been used for determining both 
evaporation and evapotranspiration. Such determinations have also been 
correlated with various climatic parameters, and many formulas have been 
developed and proposed for estimating both evaporation and evapotranspira-
tion using climatic data. 
Various methods of measuring evaporation include the use of an 
instrument and/or equipment such as Class A pans, sunken pans, Australian 
tanks, Fuess evaporimeters, and atmometers. 
Most of the formulas proposed are reliable for the location for 
which they have been developed but may not be reliable when used for 
locations with different climatic conditions. For these and other 
reasons, much research has been done on evaporation and/or potential 
evapotranspiration, and still there is much to be done on this subject. 
Evapotranspiration is difficult to measure directly but can be 
determined by a number of procedures. Tanner (1967), p. 535, says: 
Measurements of Et can be divided into three classes 
for convenience: first, the water balance or hydrologic 
methods; second, micrometeorological methods; and third, 
empirical methods. The methods of the first two classes 
have a rational basis whereas empirical methods, if reason-
able confidence is obtained, must be "calibrated" by re-
lating the empirical Et indexes to actual Et measurements. 
Most formulas for estimating evapotranspiration, although rational 
in form, have one or more empirical coefficients. 
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Symbols used for evaporation and evapotranspiration 
The symbols used in some of the formulas given in this literature 
review have been changed in the interest of uniformity and to avoid 
repetition of definitions. They are: 
E
vt is a general term which may be either evaporation or evapo-
transpiration, 
Et is evapotranspiration, 
E is potential evapotranspiration, assuming that soil moisture tp 
and crop cover are not limiting factors, 
E is Class A pan evaporation, 
v 
PEV is Piche evaporation, 
E is computed Class A pan evaporation, and 
vc 
Evau is Australian tank evaporation. 
Water balance methods 
The water balance methods include natural catchment hydrology, soil 
water depletion sampling, and tank or lysimeter experiments. These 
methods have been described by Patil (1962), Al-Barrak (1964), 
Guillen (1967), and Pardo (1968). 
Micrometeorological measurement methods 
Micrometeorological methods provide a measurement of the flux 
density of water vapor in the boundary layer of the atmosphere. These 
methods have limitations as to where and how they can be used as well as 
instrumental difficulties. They also have important advantages. When 
applicable, micrometeorological methods can measure evapotranspiration 
over very short time periods and can provide environment information 
important to plant studies (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.). 
Empirical methods for estimating evaporation 
and/or evapotranspiration 
Empirical methods for estimating evapotranspiration can be grouped 
into four classes, those depending primarily on: 1) The relation of 
evapotranspiration to radiation, 2) The relation of evapotranspiration 
to temperature, 3) The relation of evapotranspiration to humidity or 
vapor pressure deficit, and 4) The relation of evapotranspiration to 
evaporation as measured by various types of evaporimeters. It is 
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emphasized that these formulas are best suited to potential (not actual) 
evapotranspiratl0n. Many workers have applied coefficients to potential 
evapotranspiration or to measured evaporation to estimate actual 
evapotranspiration. 
Christiansen and graduate students working at Utah State University, 
Logan, Utah, have developed a method for estimating evaporation and 
evapotranspiration which is rational and dimensionally sound. They use 
extraterrestrial (global) radiation and empirically derived coefficients 
for the climatic factors such as temperature, sunshine, humidity, wind, 
elevation, etc. This method for estimating evapotranspiration will be 
discussed in detail later. 
Relation of Piche evaporation to pan evaporation 
Fleming (1964) reported that at Griffith, Australia, the relation-
ship between the cumulative Piche evaporation and the Australian tank was 
L PEV 1.14 L E 
vau 
He further found that the relation between the Class A pan and the 
Australian tank was 
From these relationships, one can deduce that the relation between 
Piche evaporation and Class A pan evaporation was 
E PEV 0.935 E E 
v 
Fleming (1964) also says that Prescott and Stirk (1951) obtained a 
relationship between the cumulative Piche evaporation and cumulative 
Australian tank evaporation, which can be written 
E PEV 1.075 E E 
vau 
They state that for various installations in Australia the factor 
on a monthly basis varied from 0.73 to 3.12. 
From Fleming's relationship between the Class A pan and the 
Australian tank this would give 
E PEV 0.88 E E 
v 
Fleming also states that Parthasarathy and Misra (1955) have 
reported results from the New Delhi area of the Ganges Plain in India, 
where Piche evaporation was compared with a U.S. Class A pan. They 
found different conditions 
(a) Wet season PEV 






Israelsen and Hansen (1965) suggested that multiplying Piche readings 
by 0.7 gives average comparable values of evaporation; rewriting this 
relation one obtains 
PEV 1.43 E 
v 
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Hargreaves (1953) suggested that 
PEV 1.25 Ev 
1 Shahin says that "according to Egyptian standards, evaporation from 
a free water surface is usually taken as half of the Piche evaporation." 
He does not define "evaporation from a free water surface," but implies 
that it would be the same as for the Class A pan. If, however, it is 
assumed that it is for a large lake and that annual lake evaporation is 
0.7 Class A pan evaporation, then 
PEV 1.4 E 
v 
From these relationships between Piche evaporation and Class A pan 
evaporation, it appears that the ratio varies quite widely and depends 
on climatic conditions, especially humidity. 
Blaney and Morin formula 
Blaney and Morin (1942) developed an expression for computing 
evaporation or consumptive use, which is 
k t p (1.14 - hm)/100 k c (1) 
in which 
E
vt is the monthly evaporation or evapotranspiration in inches, 
k is a monthly empirical coefficient, which has different values 
for pan evaporation and consumptive use, 
t is the mean monthly temperature in degrees F, 
P is the monthly percentage of daytime hours of the year, and 
lpersonal communication to Prof. J. E. Christiansen, July 16, 1966. 
14 
h is the mean monthly humidity, expressed decimally. 
m 
They have differentiated a "climatic factor" 
c = t p (1.14 - hm)/lDD 
The computer symbol used for E
vt in this formula is ETBM. 
Blaney-Criddle method 
The Blaney-Criddle formula (Blaney and Criddle, 1966) was developed 
for estimating consumptive use, but also has been used for estimating 
evaporation (Blaney 1958). 
k p t/lDO = k f (2) 
where 
f P t/lOD 
in which 
f is a monthly consumptive-use factor and all other terms are as 
previously defined. 
Therefore, the seasonal consumptive use is given by 
Et E k Evt = K F 
in which 
E t is the seasonal consumptive use of water by the crop, in inches, 
K is an empirical consumptive use crop coefficient for the irri-
gation season, or growing period (this has been reported to be 
approximately re~sonably constant for all areas), 
F is the sum of the monthly consumptive-use factors for the 
period (sum of the products of mean monthly temperature and 
monthly percent of daytime hours of the year). 
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The Blaney-Criddle formula in metric units can be written 
k p (4.57 tc + 81.3) • (3) 
in which 
E is the monthly consumptive use or evaporation, in millimeters, 
vt 
tc is the monthly temperature, in degrees Centigrade. 
The computer symbol used for evapotranspiration in this formula is 
ETBC. 
Hargreaves method 
The Hargreaves method (Hargreaves 1956, 1966) is based upon the 
following assumptions: 1) The evaporation of water is a physical process 
and can be computed from climatic data, and 2) That an empirical relation-
ship exists between computed evaporation and consumptive use of water by 
various crops. The relationship between evaporation, temperature, and 
length of day is given by the equation 
m (t - 32) (4) 
in which 
E is the monthly evaporation in inches, and 
vc 
m is an empirical factor which is assumed to be m = c d 
in which 
c is a climatic factor depending upon humidity, 
d is a monthly daytime coefficient depending upon latitude, 
d = 0.12 P (pi of the Blaney-Criddle equation), 
c 0.38 (1 - h ), 
n 
where 
hn is the mean monthly relative humidity at noon expressed decimally. 
The original equation then becomes 
Evc = 0.38 d(l - hn ) (t - 32) 




E is the monthly evaporation in millimeters, and 
vc 
tc is the mean monthly temperature in degrees centigrade. 
• (5) 
(6) 
For evapotranspiration, Et' he applied a coefficient K to the 
computed pan evaporation 
(7) 
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The seasonal evapotranspiration, or consumptive use, is taken as the 
sum of the monthly values of Et for the crop growing period. 
The computer symbol used for E in this formula is ETHA. 
vc 
Hargreaves modified formula 
Christiansen has suggested that Hargreaves formula (Hargreaves 1967) 
could be improved by modifying the humidity factor (1 - hn), and incor-
porating factors for wind, sunshine, and elevation as follows. The 
modified equation in metric units can then be written 
in which 
2 
= 0.59 - 0.55 hn ' 
= 0.75 + 0.0255 IWKD, or 
(8) 
17 
FW 0.75 + 0.125 /W'2}f 
FS = 0.478 + 0.58 S, 
FE = 0.950 + 0.0001 E, 
where 
WKD is the mean wind velocity in km/day at a height of 2 meters, or 
W2M is the mean wind velocity in km/hour at a height of 2 meters, 
S is the sunshine percentage, expressed decimally, e.g., 
S = 80% = 0.8, and 
E is the elevation in meters. 
Sometimes published data for noon humidity are not available, but 
either mean humidity, hm' or mean maximum humidity, hx' and mean minimum 
humidity, h., are available. Noon relative humidity can be estimated 
1 









= 0.36 ~ + 0.64 hm ' or 
2 0.10 hx + 0.40 hi + 0.18 ~ + 0.32 hm ' or 
1.13 - 0.045 (i1t) , from Mathison (1963) 
is the difference in the mean maximum and mean minimum 
temperatures in degrees F. 
The sunshine percentage S, expressed decimally, may be estimated 
from the sky cover, SC, by use of the equation given by Christiansen 
(Hargreaves 1967) as follows 
2 S = 1.0 - 0.016 SC - 0.0084 SC 
when sky cover values are reported on a scale of 0 to 8, adjusted values 
of SC may be obtained by multiplying by 1.25. 
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Hargreaves' equations are based upon data considered to .be fairly 
representative of evaporation and evapotranspiration from irrigated areas. 
Computed values are, therefore, believed to be a better index· of irriga-
tion requirements than Class A pan evaporation from arid, dry-land 
locations. The computer symbol used for ~c in this formula is ETH2. 
Hargreaves-Christiansen formula 
In 1968, Hargreaves and Christiansen (personal communication) 
suggested a" formula for Etp for Davis, California, which is 
(9) 
in which 
E tp is potential evapotranspiration in mm/day, 
FE is as in Hargreaves'modified equation, 
CHH 0.464 1.661 (h /0.6) - 1.125 
2 
+ (hm/0.6) , m 
CHW 0.439 + 0.850 (W2M/10) - 0.289 (W2M/10)2~ and 
CH5 = 0.475 + 0.964 (5/0.8) - 0.439 (5/0.8)2. 
In these equations, d, t , h , and 5 
c m 
are as previously defined. The 
computer symbol used for Etp in this formula is ETHC. 
Penman eguation 
Penman (1948) proposed a vapor transfer equation for evaporation 




0.35 (1 + 0.01 W2MP) (es - ed) 
Eve is evaporation, in millimeters per day, 
W2MP is the wind velocity, in miles per day, measured 2 meters 
above the surface, 
(10) 
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e is the vapor pressure of the evaporating surface, in millimeters 
s 
of mercury, 
ed is the vapor pressure in the atmosphere, in millimeters of 
mercury. 
Assuming that the mean air temperature is the same as the water 
surface temperature, expressing the saturated vapor pressure of the at-
mosphere as ea , and designating the evaporation from a water surface 




0.35(ea - ed)(l.O + 0.0098 W2MP) · (11) 
Combining the concept of a heat budget and vapor transfer equation, 
he developed the formula for evapotranspiration from a grassed surface 
in which 
E = (H + 0.27 Ea)/(~ + 0.27) • tp • (12) 
H is daily heat budget at the surface, in millimeters of water 
per day, given by the equation 
H = RA (1 - r) (0.18 + 0.55 n/N) 
- 0 Ta4 (0.56 - 0.092 ed) (0.10 + 0.90 n/N) · (13) 
in which 
RA is the mean monthly extraterrestrial radiation in millimeters 
of water per day, 
r is the reflection coefficient of the surface, taken as 0.25 
for a grass cover. 
n is the actual duration of bright sunshine, 
N is the maximum possible duration of bright sunshine, 
a is Bo1tzman's constant = 2.01 x 10-9 millimeters per day, 
ed is the saturation vapor pressure at the mean dewpoint (i.e., 
actual vapor pressure in the air), in millimeters .of mercury, 
ea is the saturation vapor pressure at mean air temperature in 
millimeters of mercury, 
E is evaporation in millimeters of water per day from the vapor 
vc 
transfer equation, 
Etp is the potential evapotranspiration, in millimeters of water 
per day, for grass, and 
is the slope of saturated vapor pressure curve of air at 
absolute temperature, T , in degrees F (mm Hg/F). 
a 
Wind measurements taken at other heights, ha' can be corrected to 
the 2-meter elevation by use of the formula 
W2MP 
in which 




WA is measured wind speed in miles per day at height ha' in feet. 
The ratio n/N = S, the sunshine percentage expressed decimally as 
used in other formulas. 
The computer symbol used for Etp in this formula is ETPE. 
Kohler, Nordenson, and Fox formula 
Kohler, Nordenson, and Fox (1955) developed a revised equation for 
estimating Class A pan evaporation, Evc in inches per day. Using the 




W is the wind velocity in miles per day as measured at a standard 
Class A'pan (0.6 m above ground surface). 
For annual lake evaporation, expressed in mean inches per day, they 
used the Penman formula (Eq. 12), with a factor of 0.70 and substituted 
Ep for Ea and Q
n 
for H/25.4. In order to evaluate H, an albedo factor, 
r, equal to 0.06 was assumed. The annual lake evaporation, in inches 
per day, can then be written 
(16) 
In the computer program, this value of Ei is compared with evapo-
transpiration from other formulas. The computer symbol used for EL in 
this formula is EL~O. 
Turc formula 
Turc (1961) presented a formula for potential evapotranspiration, 
Etp ' in mm per day that can be written 
in which 
E = 0.013 tc (Rs + 50)/(tc + 15) tp (17) 
Rs is the mean incoming radiation in langleys/day (calories/cm2/day). 
Darlot and Lecarpienter (1963) modified this formula by proposing 
an equation for estimating Rs from the theoretical radiation, R, reaching 
the earth's atmosphere, and the sunshine percentage expressed decimally. 
This equation can be written 
R (0.18 + 0.62 S) (18) 
The computer symbol used for Etp is ETTU in this formula. 
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Papadakis formula 
Papadakis (1961), in Argentina, computed potential evapotranspiration 
using his equation, which can be written 
0.1875 (e - ed ) am m (19) 
in which 
e is the saturation vapor pressure at the average daily maximum am 
temperature of the month, in millibars, 
edm is the saturation vapor pressure at the temperature of dew 
point, in millibars. 
The computer symbol used for Etp isETPA in this formula. 
Jensen's formula 
Jensen's formula was suggested in a personal communication to 
Professor J. E. Christiansen. It is understood that it was based on a 
study of lysimeter data from Professor W. O. Pruitt, University of 
California. The equation can be written as follows 
• (20) 
in which 
edf = earn - edm 
The computer symbol used for Etp is ETJE in this formula. 
Jensen and Raise formula 
Jensen and Raise (1963) developed a formula for computing the 
potential evapotranspiration based on the mean air temperature and 
solar radiation. Their formula is 
Etp = (0.014 t - 0.37) Rs • (21) 
in which 
is the incoming solar radiation in the same units as Et • p 
The solar radiation for a given month and latitude is 
affected primarily by the degree of cloud cover and sunshine. 
The computer symbol used for Etp in this formula is ETJH. 
Linacre's formula 
Linacre (1967) has presented a formula to compute potential 
evapotranspiration, which can be written 
in which 
S is sunshine, expressed decimally. 
The computer symbol used for E in this formula is ETLI. 
tp 
Investigations at Utah State University 
Christiansen (1966, 1968), working at Utah State University, 
developed several formulas for estimating evaporation andevapo-
transpiration. The primary objective of his studies was to develop 
a practical formula for determining water requirements in connection 
with the development of irrigation projects, especially in foreign 
countries where actual data on evapotranspiration are very limited. 
The objective was to develop formulas that would: 
1. Take into consideration most of the climatic parameters 
that affect evaporation and evapotranspiration. 
2. Use climatic data of the type published in the u.S. 
Weather Bureau's State climatological data, or similar data 
published in other countries. 
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3. Be easy to apply using tables that have been computed for 
the climatic coefficients, and that could be used even though some 
of the desired climatic data were missing. 
His basic formula can be written 
Evt = K R e • (23) 
in which 
K is a dimensionless constant, determined from the analysis 
of many data, 
R is the theoretical or extraterrestrial solar radiation 
reaching the earth's outer atmosphere, expressed in the 
same units as E , 
vt 
e is an empirical coefficient, which is the product of any 
number of subcoefficients, each expressing the effect of 
a given climatic or other factor. Thus, 
e 
in which T, H, W, S, and E are mean monthly values of temperature, 
humidity, wind, sunshine, and elevation, etc. 
Each coefficient has generally been expressed as a second 
degree equation of the form 
(24) 
ex = A + BX + ex2 (25) 
except where the data suggested a different form of equation. In this 
equation, X represents parameters of climatic or other factors. 
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Christiansen revised formula for 
Class A pan evaporation 




Evc is the pan evaporation which may be expressed in any desired 
units of length and time. The most commonly used units are 
mm/month and mm/day, 
25 
K = 0.473 based on a solar constant of 1.94 cal/cm2/min and 
equal to 0.459 when a solar constant of 2 cal/cm2/min is used, 
R is the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere expressed 
in the same units as E , 
vc 
CT 0.393 + 0.559 (tc /20) + 0.048 (tc /20)2, 
Cw 0.708 + 0.328 (W/60) - 0.036 (W/60)2; W is the mean wind 
velocity in miles per day measured at 0.6 meters above the 
ground or 6 inches above the rim of the pan, 
or where mean humidity is available, 
CHm 1.250 0.212 (hm/·4) 0.038 (hm/0.4) 5 
Cs 0.542 + 0.640 (S/0.8) 0.499(S/0.8)2 + 0.3l7(S/0.8)3, 
CE 0.970 + 0.030 (E/305); E is the elevation in meters, and 
CM monthly coefficient, tabulated for many regions. 
Calculation of subcoefficients might appear to be tedious and time 
consuming, but in practice, when once determined, the subcoefficients 
and their logarithms can be tabulated for a convenient range of values 
of each parameter. The value of Evc is determined by simply adding the 
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logarithms of all terms involved in the formulas and taking the antiloga-
rithm. The computer symbol used for E in this formula is EVC. 
vc 
From data obtained from Professor Pruitt at the University of 
California, Davis, California, Christiansen developed another formula for 
pan evaporation which is designated in the computer programs as EVCl. 
This formula did not agree with Class A pan evaporation in Venezuela and 
is not considered reliable for use in Peru. 
Christiansen and Hargreaves (1969) presented three equations for 
computing potential evapotranspiration which may be written 
E tp = 0.755 Ev CT2 CS2 CH2 CW2 (27) 
Etp = 0.324 R CTT CST CHT CE CWT (28) 
E tp = 0.492 Rs CTT CHT CWT (29) 
in which 
CT2 0.862 + 0.179 (tc /20) - 0.041 
2 (tc /20) , 
CS2 0.904 + 0.008 (S/0.8) + 0.088 
2 (S/0.8) , 
CH2 0.499 + 0.620 (h /0.6) - 0.119 (h /0.6)2, m m 
CTT = 0.463 + 0.425 (tc /20) + 0.112 (tc /20)2, 
CST 0.340 + 0.856 (S/0.8) 0.196 2 (S/0.8) , and 
CHT 1.035 + 0.240 
2 3 (hm/0.6) - 0.275 (hm/0.6) . 
In applying these equations to the data from Peru, the coefficients 
for wind, CW2 and CWT were omitted because wind data were not available. 
The computer symbols used for Etp in these formulas are ET2, ET3, 
and ET5C for formulas (27), (28), and (29), respectively. 
In order to apply equation (29) to Peruvian data, it was first 
necessary to estimate the incoming radiation, Rs. For this purpose, Rs 
was computed from the equation developed by Pizarro (1967) which is 
designated as R • 
c 
in which 
R = 0.622 R C CE s sp 





Mathison (1963), using 3232 months of records for 40 stations in the 
western states and Texas, USA, obtained the following formula for estimating 
evaporation from a standard Weather Bureau Class A pan. 
.(31) 
The equations for the coefficients, some of which have been 
converted to a dimensionless form, with temperature in degrees F, are 
in which 
2 CR = 0.20 R + 0.015 R , 
CT = -0.260 + 1.576 (t/65) - 0.316 (t/65)2, 
Cw 0.800 + 0.210 (W/60) - 0.01 (W/60), 
2 4 C6T = 0.450 + 0.700 (6t/27) - 0.150 (6t/27) , 6t = of, 
C (L-D) = 1.160 + 0.420 cos (L-D) + O. 7 [cos (L-E~ 2. and 
CE = 0.967 + 0.035 (E/305) - 0.002 (E/305)2. 
R is the radiation at the top of the atmosphere expressed in 
equivalent evaporation in inches per month. 
6t is the difference between the mean maximum and minimum 
temperature, 6t = t(max) - t(min) in of, 
L is the latitude, in degrees, 
D is the mean declination of sun for the month, in degrees. 
He found that the monthly coefficient could be expressed approxi-
mately by the equation 
eM = 1.00 + 0.00155 (L-D) cos [TI(N+1)/61 
where N is the number of the month, (January = 1). 
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Since three of these coefficients are functions of the latitude and 
the month only, they were combined into a single coefficient, C , thus 
c 
Mathison computed and tabulated values of CR, C(L-D)' CMand Cc for 
each month and each 5 degrees of latitude from 600 S to 600 N. The computer 
symbol used for E in this formula is EVM. 
v 
Lopez and Mathison formulas for E __________________________________ tp 
Lopez and Mathison (1965) suggested a regression equation for 
computing potential evapotranspiration 
0.865 Ev - 0.832 . 
In this formula E and Ev are expressed in rom/day. tp 
Grassi formulas 
Grassi (1967) developed three formulas for evapotranspiration 
(32) 
computations. His first formula, which was somewhat similar to Mathison's, 
can be written, 
(33) 
in which 
CRG = 0.1824 + 1.46 Rd , (where Rd is the solar radiation received 
at the top of the atmosphere, expressed in inches per day), 
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CTn = 0.9361 + 0.00767 (~t), 
CCLC 1.15 - 0.05 SKC, where SKC is the sky cover, scale of 0 to 10, 
CTGI = 0.036 + 1.489 (t/68) - 0.525 (t/68)2, and 
FG is the mean value of a factor for each crop for which data were 
available. 
Alfalfa 1.09 Cotton 1.08 
Beans 0.98 Oats 0.89 
Corn 1.00 Potatoes 1.02 
Sugar beets 1.00 Sorghum 1.16 
Winter wheat 1.10 




CTG2 = 0.620 + 0.380 (t/68), 
CTG3 = 1.754 - 0.754 (t/68). 
The computer symbols used for E in these formulas are ETG1, ETG2, 
t 
and ETG3 for formulas (33), (34), and (35), respectively. 
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DATA AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Piche evaporation and climatological data were obtained from the 
"Servicio de Agrometeorologia 0 Hidrologia" bulletins published .by the 
Ministerio de Agricultura, Peru. Twelve stations were selected from the 
network, according to the number of years of records, the completeness 
of the data, and the continuity of the observations. For the twelve 
stations, a total of 1728 months of record were included. The computer 
symbols used were: 
NST or ST Station number 
MO Month (1,2,3,etc.) 
LA,UM Latitude in degrees and minutes 
XLO,XLOM Longitude in degrees and minutes 
EL Elevation in meters 
TX Maximum temperature, Centigrade 
TI Minimum temperature, Centigrade 
TM Average temperature, Centigrade 
HX Maximum relative humidity, expressed decimally 
HI Minimum relative humidity, expressed decimally 
HM Average relative humidity, expressed decimally 
VP7 Vapor pressure at 7 a.m., millibars (mb) 
VPl3 Vapor pressure at 1 p.m., millibars 
VP18 Vapor pressure at 6 p.m., millibars 
SHM Sunshine hours per month 
CC7 
CCl3 
Cloud cover at 7 a.m., in eighths 






Cloud cover at 6 p.m., in eighths 
Monthly precipitation in millimeters 
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Monthly precipitation expressed in millimeters per day 
Monthly Piche evaporation in millimeters 
Monthly Piche evaporation expressed in millimeters per day 
The names of the stations, the number assigned to each one, and the 
period of record are given in Table 1. 
Venezuelan climatological data for the Shell Foundation Station at 
Cagua, Aragua, were studied for the purpose of comparing measured pan 
evaporation, and fuess evaporation as measured in a shelter, with the 
formulas of Christiansen, Penman, Mathison, Kohler, Blaney-Criddle, and 
Hargreaves. This was done to verify the validity of the formulas. 




100 11' N 
670 30' W 
430 meters above sea level 
Temperature (max., min., and mean), relative humidity (max, min., 
and mean), wind in kilometers per hour, sunshine, days of precipi-
tation, fuess evaporation and pan evaporation. 
The computer symbols used for the measured pan evaporation and 
fuess evaporation are EVP and EVF, respectively. 
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Table 1. Peruvian meteorological stations 
Station Location Latitude Elevation Years 
number in degrees in meters 
1 Lambayeque 6.70 18 1928/60 
2 Chic1ayo 6.78 31 1944/48 
3 Cartavio 7.90 51 1944/60 
4 Paramonga 10.67 75 1938/60 
5 Isla Guanape 8.53 5 1954/60 
6 Huaraz 9.53 3,207 1949/60 
7 Huanuco 9.97 1,800 1965/66 
8 Puno 15.82 3,820 1965/66 
9 Kcayra 13.57 3,400 1965/66 
10 Tarapoto 6.48 356 1965/66 
11 Caya1t{ 7.07 150 1935/60 
12 Zorritos 3.67 7 1943/60 
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Data from other sources 
Theoretical radiation, R. The theoretical extra atmospheric 
radiation received at the top of the atmosphere was computed from the 
equation: 
R 120 [DL sin (LA) sin (DE) + 7.6394 cos (LA) 
cos (DE) sin(OM)l /ES (36) 
in which 
OM Arc tan [11 - tan2 (LA) tan2 (DE; J 
tan (LA) tan (DE) 
(37) 
R = extraterrestrial radiation, in langleys per day, 
DL = day length (theoretical sunshine, in hours), 
LA = latitude, in radians, 
DE = mean monthly declination of the sun, in radians, and 
ES square of the monthly relative values of the distance 
from the earth to the sun, dimensionless. 
This equation was developed for computer calculations by Christiansen 
from an equation given by Frank and Lee (1966). 
Radiation at the earth's surface. The solar radiation reaching the 
earth's surface was calculated from the formula developed by Pizarro (1967). 
(30) 
in which 
R radiation at the earth's surface, in langleys per day, 
s 
R theoretical radiation at the top of the atmosphere, 
in lang1eys per day, and 
Csp = sunshine coefficient; in which S is the sunshine ratio 
(sunshine hours/theoretical daytime hours). 
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Heat of vaporization, HV. The heat of vaporization was computed 
from the equation 
HV 595.9 - 0.55 tc 
in which 
HV = heat of vaporization in calories/gram. 
This relation was used to express both theoretical and incoming 
radiation in equivalent depth of evaporation in millimeters by the 
expression 
R (millimeters per day) = 10 ~D/HV 
in which 
~D = radiation in langleys (cal/cm2) per day. The factor 10 
converts from centimeters to millimeters. 
(38) 
(39) 
Day length, DL. The theoretical mean day length or daytime hours, 
for each month was estimated from the equation 
DL OM/0.1309 (40) 
in which 
DL day length in hours, and 
OM as formerly defined. 
Sunshine ratio, S. The sunshine ratio was computed from the expression 
S SH/DL • (41) 
in which 
SH mean sunshine hours per day, and 
DL = as formerly defined. 
In the Penman formula, S is expressed as n/N, in which n = actual dura-
tion of bright sunshine and N = maximum possible duration of bright sunshine. 
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Wind velocity. Wind velocity data were not available in most cases. 
An average value of 6.7 km/hour (100 miles/day) was used in all the 
computations as the value for wind measured at 2 meters above the ground, 
and a value of 60 miles/day was taken for the wind measured at 2 feet 
above the ground. 
Computer programs 
Computer program #50. This program was developed in order to 
compute evaporation and/or potential evapotranspiration with the 
following formulas: 
1. E(3) = ETJE 
2. E(4) ETJH 
3. E(5) ELKO 
4. E(6) = ETLI 
5. E(7) ETTU 
6. E(8) = ETPA 
7. E(9) ETBC 
8. E(lO) = ETBM 
9. E(ll) ETHA 
10. E(12) ETH2 
11. E(13) ETHC 
12. E(14) = ETPE 
Computer program #52. 
compute evaporation and/or 
formulas: 
1. E(3) EVC 
2. E(4) EVCl 
Jensen 
Jensen and Haise 




Blaney & Criddle 
Blaney & Morin 
Hargreaves 
Hargreaves modified 
Hargreaves & Christiansen 
Penman 
This program was developed in order to 
potential evapotranspiration with the following 
Christiansen computed pan evaporation in rom/day 
Computed pan evaporation, Davis (Pruitt) 
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3. E(5) = EVM Mathison pan evaporation 
4. E(6) = ET2 Christiansen 
5. E (7) ET3 Christiansen 
6. E(8) ET5C Christiansen 
7. E(9) ET6 Christiansen ET2 using EVCl for Ev 
8. E(lO) = ETMA Lopez and Mathison computed from EVM 
9. E(ll) = ETMC Lopez and Mathison computed from EVC 
10. E(12) ETGI Grassi 
11. E(13) ETG2 Grassi 
12. E(14) ETG3 Grassi computed from Christiansen EVC 
ComEuter Erogram 1151. This program was developed to obtain certain 
values for comparison and checking, i.e., this program computed average 
temperature from the maximum and minimum temperature and compared it with 
the actual given average temperature. 
Computer Erogram 1153. This program was developed to compute the 
extraterrestrial radiation for latitudes from the Equator to 250 south. 
The computed values of extraterrestrial radiation were expressed as 
equivalent evaporation in mm/day. 
Computer Erogram 11216C. This program was prepared to compare 
measured and computed pan evaporation for one Venezuelan station (Shell 
Foundation Station). The formulas used in this program are: 
1. E (5) EVC Christiansen 
2. E(7) EVM Mathison 
3. E(9) EVPE Penman 
4. E(ll) EVKO Kohler 
5. E(13) = EVBC Blaney & Criddle 
6. E(15) EVHA Hargreaves 
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PROCEDURE 
The Piche evaporation and the climatological data for the twelve 
Peruvian stations were punched into the data cards. The values punched 
were the averages for each station for each month for the given ·period. 
For use with some of the formulas considered here, data in metric 
units were converted to English units in the computer programs used. 
The Peruvian data were analyzed with computer programs #50 and #52. 
The Venezuelan data were analyzed with computer program #216C. 
All the programs were run at the Computer Terminal Center, Engineering 
Building, Utah State University, using the Univac system. 
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RESULTS 
1. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the computed values for 
evaporation and/or potential evapotranspiration for twelve Peruvian 
stations. See Appendix B. 
2. Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 
17 show the evaporation and/or potential evapotranspiration for the 
Peruvian stations #1, 3, 7, and 8. 
3. Tables 11, 12, and 13 show the computed pan evaporation values 
for Shell Foundation Station (Venezuela). See Appendix B. 
4. Figures l8A and l8B show the comparison of formulas for estimating 
pan evaporation with actual measured pan evaporation for Shell Foundation 
Station. 
5. Table 14 shows the computed extraterrestrial radiation for 
latitudes from the Equator to 25 degrees south. See Appendix B. 
6. Tables 15, 16, 17, and 18 show the comparison between measured 
and computed values for temperature, vapor pressure, and the theoretical 
radiation received at the top of the atmosphere and the computed radiation 
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Figure 2. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 8. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 9. Comparison of formulas for estimating evapotranspiration with actual 
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Figure 10. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 11. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 12. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 13. Comparison of formulas for estimating evapotranspiration with actual measured 
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Figure 14. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 15. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Elevation 3820 meters above sea level 
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Figure 16. Comparison of formulas for estimating evaporation and/or evapotranspiration 
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Figure 17. Comparison of formulas for estimating evapotranspiration 
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Figure l8A. Comparison of formulas for estimating pan evaporation with actual 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
1. From the graphs for Station 1 (18 meters above sea level)~ it 
can be seen that the equations that best fit the Piche evaporation values 
are Jensen and Raise (ETJR), Mathison's (EVM), and Christiansen's (ET2) 
which used as a base his formula for Class A pan evaporation (EVC). The 
other formulas give lower values except Grassi's equation (ETG3). It 
must be remembered that none of these formulas were developed for the 
purpose of estimating Piche evaporation. Mathison's (EVM) is for Class A 
pan evaporation, and Christiansen's (ET2) and Grassi's (ETG3) are for 
estimating potential evapotranspiration and actual evapotranspiration, 
respectively. 
2. The formulas that best fit the Piche evaporation values for 
Station 3 (51 meters above sea level) are Jensen and Raise's (ETJH) and 
Christiansen's (ET2). Jensen and Raise's (ETJR) was also for estimating 
actual evapotranspiration. 
3. In general, it can be said that Christiansen's formula (ET2) 
fits quite well the Piche evaporation in the low elevation stations. 
4. The best fit for Station 7 (1800 meters above sea level) was 
obtained with Jensen's formula. It should be noted that for this high 
elevation station all the formulas computed higher values than the Piche 
evaporation. The Jensen formula was for potential evapotranspiration. 
5. The Piche evaporation is quite variable in Station 8 (3820 meters 
above sea level) and none of the formulas computed satisfactory values 
for the Piche evaporation. For the months March, April, May, and June, 
the Piche evaporation ~\7as sometimes less than given by some of the formulas, 
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but for July through November, it was generally higher than given by any 
of the formulas except Grassi's (ETG2) and Mathison's (EVM). This latter 
period is one of low precipitation, but so was May and June when the 
Piche evaporation was low. 
6. From Figure 18A, for Shell Foundation Station, Venezuela, it can 
be seen that there exists a good relation between the measured pan evapo-
ration and Christiansen's formula (EVC). Hargreaves 1 (EVHA) and Mathison's 
formulas give fair results. 
7. The basic purpose of these studies, however, was to estimate 
Class A pan evaporation and/or evapotranspiration for Peruvian climato-
logical conditions. Unfortunately, however, no data on either Class A 
pan evaporation or evapotranspiration were available from which the 
estimates from the different formulas could be compared. The climatic 
conditions in Peru, especially in the coastal regions,are somewhat 
different from most places in the world because of the relatively high 
humidities but almost complete absence of precipitation. It would be 
highly desirable to be able to check these formulas with actual data to 
verify the results, but it was of interest to compare the estimates with 
Piche evaporation since this is the only measurement of evaporation 
available. 
8. As shown in Figure 19, there appears to be no direct relation-
ship between Piche evaporation and elevation. This may be expected, 
however. There is a wide range of annual values of Piche evaporation for 
the coastal stations with intermediate values for the intermediate and 
high elevation zones. 
Since evaporation is largely dependent on temperature, and according 
to some formulas, Hargreaves' for instance, is approximately proportional 
to mean temperature in °C, the ratio of PEV/tc was plotted against 
elevation. 
For nine of the 12 stations, the ratio PEV/t was in the range of 
c 
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0.139 to 0.297. Two of the others were much lower, 0.049 and 0.073, and 
the other at the highest elevation was higher, 0.458. 
The ratio of PEV/[tc(l-hm)] was also plotted. In this instance, 
eight of the values were in the range 0.738 to 1.090 with a mean value 
of 0.932. The other four were much lower, 0.292 to 0.527. 
The data from which these values were plotted are given in Table 2. 
From these comparisons, it would appear that there is no consistent 
relationship between PEV and elevation when temperature and humidity are 
also considered. It would also appear that the mean annual PEVvalues 
for four of the stations selected are much lower than would be expected 
from the temperature and humidity data. Three of those s.tations have 
relatively high mean annual precipitation values. 
Three of these latter four stations have mean annual values of 
precipitation in the range of 0.976 to 3.037 rom per day, but the other 
one has the lowest mean precipitation of the 12 stations, 0.011 rom per 
day. Only two stations, 8 and 9, at elevations of 3820 and 3400 meters, 
have relatively high precipitation, 1.406 and 1.829 mm/day, and relatively 
high values of the ratio PEV/tc(l-hm), 0.915 and 0.815. This might 
indicate that when temperature, humidity and precipitation are considered, 
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Comparison of mean annual values of temperature, humidity, and Piche evaporation with elevation. 
Elevation Temperature Humidity Precipitation PEV PEV/t PEV / [(1-~) tc ] 
mm/day mm/day c meters tc 
18 22.4 0.777 0.066 4.51 0.201 0.902 
31 21.8 0.760 0.032 3.86 0.177 0.738 
51 20.4 0.780 0.028 4.41 0.216 0.982 
15 18.7 0.864 0.028 2.59 0.139 1.020 
5 20.1 0.851 0.011 0.98 0.049 0.330 
3207 13.8 0.548 2.041 3.27 0.238 0.527 
1800 19.7 0.644 0.976 2.88 0.146 0.411 
3820 8.7 0.499 1.406 3.98 0.458 0.915 
3400 11.4 0.636 1.829 3.39 0.297 0.815 
356 26.9 0.750 3.037 1.97 0.073 0.292 
150 22.2 0.761 0.094 5.79 0.260 1.090 
7 24.7 0.775 0.361 5.56 0.225 1.000 
0\ 
~ 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. The objectives of this study were: 
(a) To determine which formula best fits Peruvian climatic 
data in order to estimate evaporation and/or potential 
evapotranspiration. 
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(b) To compare the measured Piche evaporation with the values 
given by the formulas above mentioned. 
(c) To determine the effect of altitude on the computed 
evaporation, since there are many agricultural areas at 
high altitudes in Peru. 
2. Climatic data from 12 stations in Peru were analyzed. Some 
unavailable climatic factors were estimated in order to use these formulas. 
3. A total of 24 formulas for computing evaporation and/or potential 
evapotranspiration were used in this study. 
4. The reliability of these formulas was checked with actual pan 
evaporation data using data from Shell Foundation Station, Venezuela. 
5. Table 13 was prepared in order to have available computed values 
of extraterrestrial radiation for latitudes from the Equator to 250 south. 
6. This study indicates that Christiansen's (ET2) and Mathison's 
(EVM) give the best estimates of Piche evaporation. Until data can be 
obtained from stations where both Class A pan evaporation and Piche evap-
oration are measured, it will not be possible to say how well these two 
measurements agree, or which formulas give the best estimates of Class A 
pan evaporation for Peruvian climatic conditions. Studies by Christiansen 
(personal communication) indicate that his formula for Class A pan 
evaporation (EVC) gives the best estimate of pan evaporation for 
Venezuelan conditions of all the formulas used in this study. 
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7. It may be possible to develop a new formula, or modify one or 
more of those used in this study, to obtain better estimates of Class A 
pan evaporation. Reliable estimates of potential evapotranspiration can 
be made from Class A pan evaporation and climatic data using Christian-
sen's formula (ET2). Actual evapotranspiration can then be estimated by 
applying a crop cover factor to these values. 
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PROGRAM SO TO COMPUTE EVAPORATION AND POT[NTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
FOR PERUVIAN DATA 
prv= "EASUREO PICHE EVAPORATION IN ""'DA' 
PEV"= ~EASUREo PICHE [VAPORATION IN "~/HONTH 
OI"[NSION oECI151.ESfI5J.OERIISJ.[(151,SUI151.SUHI15J.AVllSJ.AflSJ 
1.0H'ISI 
107 FOPHlT IIZF6.31 
READ f 5.1021 rOECI" I.H=I.1 Z' 
100 FORHHII1F6.0J 
REAOI5.IOO)IDHIHOI.HO=I.IZI 
101 FOA"'H IIZF6.S' 
R[AO 15.1031 IESIH,."'=I.IZI 
DO ZO 1=1.15 
70 SU"'II I = O. 
DO 25 l= .. " 
la8 FOR"ATI115HI TABLE COHPARISON OF PD. PEV. AND CIIMP 
lUTED VAlUES OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION FOR lZ PERUVIAN STATIONS. ./1 
WAITE 16.1081 
113 FORMATI13DHDSTA fLEv MO PO PEV [TJE ETJH ELKO ETLI 
I ETTU ETPA [TBC [T8M [THA ETHZ ETHC ETPE HEAN 
Z .1' 
WRITE «50113' 
00 Z5 K=1.3 
00 Z3 1=1015 
7J SUll)::O. 
00 17 "'::1012 
106 FOA"'.TfI2.15,I3.I3,IZ.F3.0.F2.0.F5.0.F".1.2'F3.I.F3.Z.ZF2.2.F ... l. 
I 2 Fl. I • F 6 .2. F 3.1 • 2F 2. I • IF 5. 1 , 
REAOIS.I061NST.N'."'0.LA.L".~LO.ILOH.EL.TX.TI.TH.HI.HI.HH.VP7.VPI3. 
IVP18.SHM.CC1.CCI3.CCI8,PH.PEYM 
I F I VP7I1 (1. III .11 
10 VPA=VPlIJ 
GO TO I .. 
II YPA::IVP7'VPI3'VPl~I/3. 
J It CONTINUE 





XlM :: LM 
XLI = LA 
XL" = XLH/6o. 
)( la=- I xLA,xl" I 
XLO"'::1l0"/6:J. 
lClOO=XlO+l{LO" 
H V :: 5 95 • '1 - ].5 5" T '" 




























































Ol OHIO. 1309 
IF 11112013013 
120l 2".-OL 
13 SINO = SINIOHI 
~LO=I?n •• IOl.SINfllA/51.Z9581.SINIOfRI"II'3.a197'COSIIlA/57.1'J5R" 
ICOSlor~l~tt·Z.·SINOI/ESI") 
RHJ=IO,·RLD/IS'5.,-0.S5"~1 
RID = RHO/2s." 
CE :: J.97' 0.O!lOO'8'EL 
S ::SH" /I 0''1(,.0' .Ol) 
CSI = 0.320 • 0.85 • S 
~C = 0.622' • RMo • C~ • CSt 
16 R Sl = o. 1 • AC • HV 




XTCH = 11.nS - 53Z0./IlM'Z73.161 
XTCI = 17.n5-51lD.IITJ'213.161 
XlCI = 17.7G5-53lD./CTle171.161 
VPIN =0.5.IEIPIITCI).HleEIPIITCII'HII 
VPMM Z5 .... VPIN 
VPINS= [IPIIT("' 
VP"MS= 2S .... VPINS 
VPHMO= VPMHS-VP"H 
WFP = 1.0 • 0.00'J8 • w1MP 
EIP = 0.35 • VPMHO • wFP 
E A=n PI .. 7.226-6" 61. /C 2 73. e'MI -3. '27. Al061 173 •• TM 1 I 
D[l=1 [l/IZ73 •• TMI" C ""'3./1113 •• TMII -3.'J271/1.' 
IPP = AKO '0.lS.10.18.0.5S.S1 
TK=T",·Z73.16 
8 2.0IE-O'.TK .... 
C :: 10.56-0.09""VP"HI'.0.51.10.1.0.9*SI 
HP = APP-8.C 
[TP[ = 10El.HP.0.Zl.£APIIIO[l '0.Z7) 
EIl .. I=OP[ 
EI :: 33.86 • EXPIXTCI) 
EX = 33.86 • [lCPUTCJI 
[TJE=RS'SORTCEI-EIJ/C, •• SQATIEX-£lle1 .. 7.t'IT"-3 ... 7' .. 2.olIS0RTIEI-E 
1111 
EllI = ElJE 
ETJH:: AS .10.0111 • Tf - 0.371 
[lit) = ETJH 
E" = 33.86 • vPIN 
YPINo= VPINS-VPIN 
iIIFK = O.ll • 0.00"1 • WKo 
AK = AMO • 0.9" • 10.18 • 0.55 • SI 
EAK = IVPINO •• 0.8~I • wFK 
ON = 11K - 8. CII25." 
OELK oEL/Z5.4 
EVK IQN.OElK. 0.0I05.[AKIIIOELK' 0.01051 
EU( 0 = Z 5. ".EVK 
ElKO = 0.70 • ElKO 
£151 = fl!(O 
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PROGRI~ 51 TO OBTIIN CERTIIN VILUES fOR CO"PIRISON INO CHECKING 
PEV= ~EASUREO PICHE EVIPORITION I~ "M'OI' 
PEV"= MEASUREO PICHE [VIPORATION IN "M'MONTH 
OIM£NSION 0£CC1S'~[S'15,.0[RCI5"['II •• SU'la).SUMC11,.11111'.0"11II) 
READ 15.101, ,0£CIM,.M=I.12, 
10Z fORMAT 112f'.31 
R£1015.1ool,0"IMO,.MO=I.121 
100 fORMI" 12f6.0' 
10J fORMAT 112F6.SI 
R[IO 15.103' IES,MI.M=I.12' 
DO 20 1=1.16 
20 SUM II I = O. 
DO 10 t=lo4 
1011 FORMATIIISHI TABLE COMPARISON OF TM. VPI. H I". PEv. AND OTHER COMPUTED VALUES FOR lZ PERUVIIN STATIONS. .,' 
II RITE C6. 10 II 
301 fORMATCIJOHOST YEIR MO ELEV LAT tONG OL S TM T"A Tf 
1 VPA 'PCI OH H" Hl1 HN CCA PD P£V R"D R 
lC ETPE .,. 
II RITE C6. 30 • , 
DO 80 1(=103 
DO 23 1= .. " 
23 SUIII=O. 
DO 21 M= ... l 
106 fOR"ITI12.I5.IJ.13.IZ.f3.0.Fl.0.f5.0.F4.1.ZfJ.l.f3.1.?Fl.2.f4.1. 
11fl.IoF6.1.f].1.2fl.I.ZFS.l • 
R£AOI 5.1 O6".S T .tlY.MO.LI.lM .llIlO. ILOM. EL. TI.T 1. TM.HI .HI.HII. ,Pl. ,P13. 
IVPl8.~"M.CC1.CCIJ.CCI •• PM.PEV" 
IfC 'PlI10 .• 10.ll 
10 'PA='Pl8 























Il" : LM 

























































ol : 0"/0.1309 
If III 12.U.l) 
lZ DL : 2".-Dl 






C£ = 0.97 - D.OOOO"-[L 
S =SH"I( OIlIIlO.-Ol' 
E III:S 
CSI : 0.320 - 0.15 ~ S 
RC = 0.'22 • R"O - C[ - CSI 
E.15.=RC 
1I1MP:I !IJ. 
ITC" = 11.765 - 532O.IITM-17].16' 
1 TCI : 17. '" 5-5] 20.1( TUlll •• '. 








IIfP : 1.0 - 0.0098 • 112MP 
[AP : 0.)5 - ,PIIlIo - IIF, 
£ A:[JPU 7.226-'" 61 .11173."", -].'ll'UO&lZ7l. -'"I. 
DEl. =1 [1112 n .-'''' .- "'" 3./1l7 3. -'" It -]. un/l.1 
APt» : R"o -0.75.fI0.ll-0.55-S' 
8 : 2.01[-0'-'1'"-273.161--4' 
C : 10.S6-0.092",P""'--0.5'-10.l-0.'-S' 
HP = APP-8.C 
[TPE ~ IDEl-HP-0.Z7-[API/CO[l '0.171 
[ •• 6)=ETP[ 
OH : COl/IZ., • OMI"01/30.'11 
£ I1I=OH 
HN : 0.1 - HI - 0.' - HI - 0.11 - "" - 0.32 • HII"2 
[ ClOI:HN 
00 31 I =1.16 
37 SUCH: SUI)) • ECI, 
300 FORMI" 211l.IS •• 3f 6. 2.f'.3.5f5.) ."f6. 3. f5 ... Sf 1. 3 I 
IIRIT[16.3DO'NST.N~.MO.l[.XLA.llOO.Dl.'[III.I=I.1'1 
17 CONTINUE 
00 26 I: 1.16 
26 AII.:SUII./12. 
)30 fORMITe/.IJ.3IH MEAN ANNUAL VIlUE~ 12.00 .f'.3.5F5.1.'F6.) 
l.fS." Sfl.].I' 




CARDS IN 2Gl CARDS OUT 


















































PROGIU" 52 TO COMPUTE EV AND ET fROM USU f.OR"ULlS fOR PERUVIAN DATA 
PEV"= MEASURED PICHE EVAPORATION IN ""'"ONTH 
PEv = M[ASUR[D PICHE EVAPORATION IN "MIDAT 
[VC ~ CHRISTIANSEN COMPUTED PAN EVAPORATION IN "",OAT. 
EVCI = CO .... UTEO PAN' EVAPORATION DAVIS (PRUITT' D"A. 
[T2. 3. SC = CHRISTIANSEN [T. ETMA = "ATHINSON COMPUTED fRO" rVM 
ET"C = MATHINSON COMPUTED FROM CHRISTIANSEN Eve 
E TGI ANO £TG2 = GRASSI EQUATIONS 1 AND 2 
ETG] = GRASSI COMPUTED fROM CHRISTIANSEN Eve 
DIM[NSION OECI151.ESI151.DER(151.[lt51.SUI15 •• SU"(ISI.AVll~ •• AIIS' 
"0"1151 
RUO (5.102. 10[""1."'=1.12. 
ID2 FaftMAT 112F6.3' 
READCS.lOO'IDMIMOJ.MO=I.l11 
100 fORMATlI If"6.01 
103 FORMAT 112f6.51 
READ Is.I0·Jt (£5 .. "'."=1.121 
DO 20 1=1015 
20 SUMII I = o. 
DO 25 L=lolt 
10' fOR"ATlI15HlTlBLE eOHP'lRISDN Of PD. PE' AND COHPUTED EV AND E 
IT fROM USU fORMULAS' fOR 12 PERUVIAN STATIDNS. .Il 
WRITE U.I0" 
113 fORMATIIllHOSTA ELE' HO PO PEV EVC EWCl EVM ET2 
1 ET3 ETsC ET6 ETHA ETMe ETGI (TGl [TG] "EAN.I' 
WRITE 16.1131 
DO 25 M=103 
DO "l] 1:1015 
23 sue I 1=0 • 
00 21 M=1012 
106 FORMATI12.IS.IJ.13.I2.f].0.f2.0.f5.0.F".1.2F].I.f].2.2F2.2.fll.l. 
12f].1-F5.2.f3.''2f2.102f5.1 I 
READI 5.1051 NS T .N"MO.LA.LM .iILO. ILOM. EL. T x. r .. TM.HI. HI .HM. VP1. VPI]. 
IVPtl.SHN.cel.CCI3.cell.p".PEV" 





Il" = LM 
xu = LA 
XLM : XL""O. 
XlA:- IILA.nM I 
HV = 595.9 - 0.5 ~T" 
° ER I M I = I DE C 11'1 .. I 57 .295 8 
Z= -TA"CXLA/57.2 95IU.TAN(DERIM •• 
AZ ABSlll 
OM = ATANISQRTII.D-Z-ZIIAZI 
OL = 0""0.1]05 
IF (ZI 12.13.13 
120L 2 ... -0L 











6]' .. 5 
















































RI'IO= 10 •• RlOI IS 95.9- 0.55+ TM I 
RIO = RMOI25.11 
S=~H"/CO"II'OI.OLI 
CE = 0.97 • 0.000098.EL 
C ~ I = 0.320 • 0.85 '. ~ 
Re : 0.'22 • RMO • C[ • CSt 
HN = 0.1 - HI. 0 .... HI. 0.18. HI'I" 0.J2. H" •• 2 
If IHII .. 6,"5 ... , 
HN = 0." • HM • 0.6 - HM •• 2 
CONTINUE 
(fteClI10.10.11 
CCI=I eC7.eCI3 .. CC 1811 J. 
GO TO 1 .. 
ceA:ec 18 
CONTINUE 
1M : 0 ... 5' 
CT : 0.3'32 • 0.5592 .• 1T"/20.1 • 0.0"7(; - 1T"/20.'--2 
CH = 1.250 - D.J .. 8Z.CHN/ ... OI.O.120.IHN/ ... OJe.2-0.D21 •• IHHI.1t01 .... 
es = 0.5"2+0.6"0+(SI.801 - 0 ... "II.ISI.801 •• 2 "0.317 .. ·ISI.8DI •• 3 
EVC : IM.R"O.CT •• CH-CS.C( 
EIlI = Eve 
eTV : 0.119] - 0.1l6.IlF/61.1 -0.391-'TF/, .... 2 
CSV = 0.388 • 0.182. 151.801 - o.no • 15/.101"2 
eHV = 1.731t - 0.595 • IH"'.'OI - 0.1)' • IH"'.60'--2 
[VCl = 0./t12 + R"O • CE • CSV - eTV • CHV 
E lit .:r.VC I 
o T= 1 • I. IT 1- TI I 
EF : ].2al-(L/IDDO. 
R IN = R"'DI2 5. It 
RINM=D"(",OI.RIN 
CRM = 0.20.RIN".0.015.RIN" •• 1 
C TM =- 0.2 60'1.5 71i. (Tf 16 s. I -0.316. C TF "5. ' •• 2 
COEL=O ... SD'0.10D- (OTl2 7.'''2-0.150. (OTI 2 7. 1 •• 11 
IUR = XLAl51.29sa 
eeos 1.16'0.'Z-COSIXlAR-OERIMII-0.1.leOSIXlAR-D(RI"III··2 
CSM : 0.622'0.5 S7 5.S-0.11.S-.2 
CE" = 0.967'0.035.[f-0.00156.EF.·2 
X" =, "0 
CM = I. -0.DDlsS-'IlILA-DECC"t'.C0510.5236.U""I.JI 
EVM" = eR",.CTM-c",M-eOEL.ceoS.CS",.CEM 
EV"'O : EVM"'OM("OI 
E VM 25 .... EVMO 
E(SI:[V" 
CT2: 0.862' 0.119.""'20.1 - 0.0111.""'20 ... ·2 
C H 1 = o. 1t9' - O. 6? ° - I H" 1.61 - 0. 11' • C H" I ., t •• 1 
CS2 = 0.901t • D.DOS • ISI.81 .. 0.088 • IS/.81 •• 2 
El2 : 0.7'" - Evc - eT2 • CS2 • CH2 
E(61:[Tl 
eT3 0.1163' 0."2S.(TM/2O.1 .. 0.112-""'20.1 •• 2 
eHl = 1.0]5 • D.2 .. 0-IH"'.61"? - 0.115 • (HMI.'I •• 1 
CSl = O.JltO + 0.8561 - ISI.81 - 0.1'6 - IS/.8".2 
ET3 = 0.321t - RMO + Cll - CS3 • CHl - C[ 
EI7I=ET3 
E15e = ~."'J2 + Re - eTl - eHl 
E 181 = £Tse 
£16 = 0.155 - Evel • CT2 + eS2 - eH2 
" -"" 
.1.. EI9.=ET, 
112. ETM. = 0.8'5 • [V" - 0.832 
II]. Ell0J = ETM. 
I.... [TMf = 0."5 • [VC - 0.8)2 
115. Ellll=ET"C 
II'. Toe = 'I - TM 
111. CTO = 0.93'. ,. 0.001" • TOC 
118. CT61=0.0l6*I._19.,TF"8 •• -0.525 •• Tr"8 •••• 2 
119. CR6 = D.IIZ. • I.". RIO 
120. SICC=CChl.15 
121. Ca.C = 1.15 - 0.05 • SICC 
122. f6 = 0.90 
123. ETGI = 5." • CRG • CT61 ~ CCle • eTO • f6 
12'. E112' = ET61 
125. CT'2=0.620*0.31O.,Tf"8.1 
12'. ET&2 = 0.53' • IC • CT62 • fG 
121. E113. = ET'2 
12" CT63:I.l$1t-0.7s..nF"'.) 
129. ET&3 = 0."'1 • E'C • eT63 • fG 
130. Ell" : ET63 
131. [115' =H." +[ 11'+£111+[19.*[11 O'+E(l1 .*[ 112. +E 113.+[ "':1'19. 
132. DO 32 I = .. 15 
UJ. 32 SUI II : SUIII + rUt 
13'. lE = El 
135. 10' fOR"lT In.ls.n,I5F'.3. 
1 J'. WRI TE 16.1Dln NST ,LE,MO,' E t 1 .. 1= •• 15' 
.,1. 21 CONTINUE 
Ill. 00 2' 1= 1,15 
119. 26 11I.=SUU-JllZ. 
1'0. 11' fCHI"IT 1I.1'.9H "EI"S .15fl.3.'" 
._1. WRITEI'.ll'. NST •• I.lt,I=I.ISt 
IIl2. DO 21 I = 1,15 
... 3. 21 SUltU' = SU"CI' + SUIU 
.Ilil. 25 CONTINUE 
1'5. DO 29 1= 1,15 
Ill'. 2tJ lve II = SU"lIt'nll. 
11l1. 121l fOR"ITIIH "EINS .51,15fl.3' 
1_'. WRITEI'.ll" 11'111.1=1.15. 
Ill'. STOP 
150. END 
END Of UNIVIC 1108 fORTRaN' CO"PILaTION. o .0[I'N05TIC. "E551'[15' 
PRO.l[CT 686900 CARDS [N 301 





























































PROGRA~ 53. TO COMPUTE EXTRATERRE~TRIAL RADIATION 
FROM THE EQUATOR TO ZSOEGREE~ SOUTH. 
OIM£NqON 0"1121.0ECI121.£')1121 .RLOII?l.RMOIIll 
301 FORMAT 111F6.01 
R£AD 15.)01)IOMIMO). MO = loll) 
102 FORMlT 112F6.31 
REaD 15.102)10(CI"O'. ~O ~ 1.12, 
103 FOR"AT 112F6.SI 
MO = lel2. 
FOR LATITUDES 
READ 150103. IESIMOt. 
310 FO"MA TI 6 SHlTABL E "EaN MONTHLY VALUES OF EXTRATERRESTRI~ RAOI 
laTION t 
WRITE 16.320 t 
321 FO"MlTC9 OHOL AT nUDE 
1 IN MILLIMETERS PER OAV. -
WRITE 16.3211 
EXPRESSED IS EQUIVILENT [VIPORATION 
I 
322 FORMATl93HODE6. S • .tAN. FEB. MIR. aPR. MAT JUNE JUlV 
1 lUG. S£P. OCT. NOV. orc. ./1 
WRITEf6.32Z' 
X LI ~ •• 
00 30 I = 1.26 
X LA ~ XLI - 1. 
DO 20 MO = 1012 
O£R=, OH'MO U 157.2'JS 8 
Z= -TiNULAl57.295eo,-TANCDERI 
AZ = IBSfZ. 
1Ft 117.8.7 
7 OM = IJINCSORTCl.O-Z-ZI/IZt 
GO TO q 
8 0M:1.570" 
q Dl = OM/0.1309 
IF fZI 12.13.13 
12 Ol = 211.-0L 





LAT ~ AaSCXLAt 
)13 FOR"" US. F9.2. llF7.21 
3111 FORMAT 115. F'9.2. I1F7.2." 
IfllIT.EQ.O.OR.LAT.£G.S.OR.LAJ.EQ.Io.OR.LIT.EQ.lS.OR.LIT.EO.20.0R. 
IL" .EO.2S' 60 TO so 
wIHTEI6.3231LAT.unlOIMOI. MO = 1012' 
GO TO 3D 
SO WRITEf6.321fILIT.CPMOCMOI. MO = 1.121 
30 CONTINUE 
101f fORMITI,oHo-aASEO ON A SOLAA RAolITION CONSTANT Of 2 CIL/CM2/MIN I 




END OF UNIVAC 1108 fOPTRAN V COMPILATION. o .0IAGN05TIC- MESSAGECS) 
PROJ£ CT 686900 
° 58 
CARO~ IN 58 



















































PROGRIM 21'C. TO COMPIRE MEISUREO INO COMPUTED PIN EVIPORITION 
FOR ONE VENEZUELIN 5TITION ISHELL FOUNDITION 5TITIONI 
PO: IVERI&[ DilLY PRECIPITATION IN MIlliMETERS. 
EVP = "EI5UREO PIli E'IPORITION IN MILLIMETERS PER DIY. 
[VF = FUE5S EVIPORaTION III MILLIMETERS PER DAY 
EVC = PIN EVlPORATION COMPUTED FROM CHRISTIINSEII5 FORMULI. 
EVM = paN EV'PORaTION COMPUTED rROM MITHI50ll5 FORMULI. 
EVPE = PIN nIPORU'ION COMPUTED FROM PEHMANS FORMULa. 
EYKG = PI. EVIPOR.T~O. COMPUTED FROM KOHLERS FORMULI. 
[VBC = PIN EVIPORIT'ION COMPU'EO FROM TH[ BL'NEY-CRIDDLE FORMULa. 
[VHI = PIN EVIPORIT'ION COMPUTED FRO" HIR6REAVES FORMULa. 
C" 'NO K VilUES aRE RITIOS OF MEISURED TO COMPUTED EVAPORATION. 
DI"EIIS ION DEe fiSt. ESUS •• 0ERClSl.E ..... 5UUI) .SUM' 'I'. AVIUt. 1(1111 
IoER 11II1.5[RI 111 .I£R', "' .SUERI '1,,'AVERIIIII 
10l FOR"nu aF'6.]I 
REaDI S.I02I 10EC 1"1."=10 121 
to3 FORMaTe 1 ZF6.S' 
REIDIS.1CIJIIESIMI.M=I.lll 
00 ZI 1= .. " 
ZI SU"II'=O. 
DO 10 l= 1.] , 
101 FOR"ITlllJH1T'8lE COMPARISON Of "EaSURED '.0 COMPUTED 'I. EVAPO 
IRATION FOR SNEll FOUNDaTION STATION IV£NElUElA.-. 
1 ./1 
"RITEC6.101. 
104) FORMIH I JOHD5T "0 YEAR PO EVP EVF CMF ne "Ie 
,[V" CMM [VP£ C"PE EVKO eMKO Evac aC-K EVHA CM 
lHA .11 
IIRITEI6.104)' 
DO ZS K=101l 
DO 2] 1=1016 
S£Rn 1=0. 
23 SUI II =0. 






























































liO TO 77 






orR IM.= 10ECI" 11/57 .Z'S a 
Z= -JlNCXlI/57.295 81'. UIU DERCln , 
11 = 1951 Zt 
0" = I'INISGRTII.O-Z-Z'/IZI 
Dl = OM/0.130' 
IF IZ' IZ,13.13 
IZ Ol = ZII.-OL 
13 51NO = 5INIO"' 
RLO=IZO.-IDL-SINtxLA/S7.l'S8'.5INtDERIMII+1.al'1-C05tlLI/S1.Z'58'-
leOSCDERI"II·Z.·SINO"ESIM' 
RMO=10. -AlOIIS'S .9-0.55.'"'' 
R 10:R,.0/25.11 
RII'I=O,.-RIO 





IFI .. Z .... 3.83'SO.S 10 SI 
sn "'=0.1I0."2M+0.0525-"Z"--2 
GO TO III 
SI "'=0. 71Z • .,2 .... 0. 730 
14 .,MO=l •• 'l-." 
.. (=0.11 59 
MN=O.l-HX-O.II-HI+O.II-H,.+O.JZeH,.--Z 




C"=O. 70111-0. ]275 •• ""0/60.1-0.0]60-1,,,.0/60 •• "Z 
CH=1.26S-0.211'·IH,./D.60J-0.016-IHM/0.601-e, 
C5=0.SIIZ*0.'1I0-15/0.10'-0.1I,,,II-IS/0.,0'--Z+0.311I1e I5/0.101--] 
CDP=l. 0]-0.0 Z- I DP/l0. I --Z-O.OI- I OPI1 0.' --] 
1] EVC=IK-RMO.C'-C"·CH~C5-C[·COP 
[ IS.=£YC 
[t6 t=£YPIE I 5 I 
o T= 1.11. C TX- TI I 
EF=].Z al-EL/IODO • 
CRM=0.ZO-RI"+0.015-~I"-·Z 
CT"=-0.2'0*I.S7'-ITr/6S.I~0.116-ITF/65.'--Z 
C "M=O. 8+0.00 3S-""0-0.Z7E-05-"MO"Z 
CDEl=O.1I 50+0.700 - C OTlZ1.' "Z-0.150. 1 OTl2 7.' -.11 
XUA = XlI/S7.2'S8 
CC05=1.16+0.IIZ-C05IXlIR-OERIM"-0.7.(COSIILAR-OEACMIJt--2 
CSM=0.'Z2+0.5'75-~-0.ll-S·-Z 




















































[V'" = 25. II - £'1"'0 
Ef7l=£YH 






'I PHM::2 5 ... -YP IN 
VPINS=OP II TCH' 
Y PH"'S = 2S .... YPINS 
YPMHO:YPHHS-VPf4H 
112H'=IIt. ,)1.112" 
IIFP:: 1. 0+0.00 ')8- II 2MP 
EIP=0.35-YPHMO-IIFP 
E 1=£lCPI "1.226-6" 63 .'/C 273. _'H' -3."2hAlOG I 273. +,.M' , 
OEl:1 El/ClU.-T"' .. (""63./1213.*,"''' -3.927111.8 










IK=R"O-O., .. ·Co.lS-O.SS.SI 
EIII=fVPINO •• 0.8'.·IIFK 
ON= UII-B.C' 115." 
OEl.=OEl/2S ... 
[VIC:I ON.oU.-o.o los-raUl 1 OEl •• O.o IDS' 
E '1110=2 5 ... -EYX 
E I 11 1:['1.0 
[1l2' :EYP/ElII I 









E 1161 :EVP IE 1 151 
EIU 1I:IBSI[VP-[1 n. 




156- ERI61 =AAS C[VP-F 1131 I 
157- ERI7J=18SI[VP~[11SI't 
ISh 104 fO"Ma"213.1".U.16f7.3' 
15~- IIPITEI6.101lINST.MO.NYR.IEIII.I:;I.16' 
160- DO 211 1=1.16 
.61- S[RCII:SEAII'.ERIII 
162- 211 SUIIJ=5UCII+EIIJ 
163- 27 CO~TINUE 
.61t- DO 26 1=1.16 
165- SUMCII=SUMII'-SUII' 
166. 26 ICII=SUCI./5. 
167- DO 28 1=1.7 
168. SU£RfJ.=SUERIU.S£RCl, 
169. 28 I£RII'=SERIII/SUI21 
110- 11" FORMal( 11MO"Ea"s .16F7.11 
111. IIRITEI6.11 .. lunlwl=lol61 
HZ- 11" FORMll(2SHOMEAN us. RELAITIVE ERROR .7FtIt.J.1I 
.1'- IIP(T[16.13 ... IAERIII.I=I.71 
1711. 2S CONTINUE 
115- I .... fORMATI65HO-lITITUO£ = 10.18 OE6REES N. ELEvaTION: .. 30 "[T[RS. 
116- I .'1 
171- IIPI T[ f 60111 III 
Ill. 80 CONTINUE 
119- 00 2' 1=1.16 
110- 2'J lVIIJ:SUMIIJ/S'J. 
III- 00 I' 1=1.1 
182. l'IYERIIJ=SUERCI"SU"'IZI 
Ill. 12 .. fORMATII1M "EANS • 16F1.31 
18"- IIRIT[(6.12 .. 'IIV(II.I=I.16. 
185- IIRIT£(6.13 .. t('VERClt.I=I.11 
18'. STOP 
.81- [NO 





Tables 3 - 18 
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~ .811 5 
~.12 8 
































































































































.0 .. 2 
.Oll 
.013 




























3. '10 3 
II.5!!9 
..... 1'1 




























































































II .22" 3.r.12 
... 2116 3.125 
".18" 3.r.37 










































J .911 II 













































































































































II ... 56 
11.11"0 
5.0 .. 9 
5.11"6 

























































































































































































































































? 16 I 
1.1152 
1.1136 
7. nq II 
7. OS, 
















































































































































































































































































































































COMPARISON Of PD. PEV. AND COMPUTED VALUES OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION fOR 12 PERUVIAN STATIONS. 
I'E Y 












ET JE ETJH 
2.g10 11."58 
2.165 II.J15 






2.'12'1 ... 11117 
1.6911 5.1111 
3.029 11.665 






















































































































































































































6 ... .,8 


































































































































































































































































































1.81'1 3.3@g 2.J67 3.3611 2.'16'1 3.92'1 3.30l 2.682 2.g30 3.1160 2.579 2.6"13 3.081 2.1i 32 2.')Sl 


























PEV ET JE 
I. II 10 
2.093 
I. " .. 2 















































































































































































































































































































































2 .118 1 
2.121 
3.00" 

























































































































































































.361 5.558 2.650 '1.526 3.152 :1.225 3.'135 2.'170 '1.21)0 3.606 3.509 2.9"11 3.712 3.520 3 ... 21 





































































































































































5 .... '1 
5.506 


































































































































































































































































































































3 ... 11 







































































































2 .11 Ii J 






























.028 11 •• 08 5.6]1 1.5'16 ].68' .... 11i 3.210 2.1158 2.11"" 2.355 ".Ol'!! ".201 3.]0] 11.835 1.S65 
COMPI~ISON or PO. PEV lNO eO"PUTEO EV AND [T FRO" USU rOR"ULAS FDA 12 PERUVIAN STlTIONS. 




































































































5 •• 79 
..... 1 
1."03 








3 ... 21i 
2.1'0 
1.'25 
1 ... ,.. 
























































































3 .'!!3 1 

















































.n211 2.587 5.075 2.570 3.103 '.060 2.365 2.081 2.077 1.852 3.558 3.83g 2.11911 ".1191 3.025 
.01 "I 
.01 II 

































5 .... 3 
3.091 



























•• I .. 1i 
3.600 
3.308 
















































J .1 .. 2 I."" 1.965 
2.2(0 
2.111 








3 ..... ] 
3.825 
... 23 2 













































































































' •• 08 
... 8" 
... 12" 




... 7 ... 
".'22 































1t •• 08 
5.]'1 
5.511 
S.J .. 3 










































































2.0111 3.212 6.195 1.DlI I.MD •• 71X! ... , ..... '07 It.'" 5.0 .. 5.0'6 3.10. 5.1l5 6.1i52 ".981 
80 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.1 & 7 
11."171 
11.390 























































































































































































1.87Q 30 389 5."97 5.160 5.657 3.77'1 3.662 3.268 3.536 4.070 ].'123 3.1I'J5 11.01>0 5.5811 3.930 
TABLE 10. COMPARISON or PO. PEV AND COMPUTED EV AND ET FROM USU FORMULAS FOR 12 PERUVIAN STATIONS. 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































... 81:. I 
S.I&l 

































5.760 5.'" 1 
6.118'1 
6.151 





















































































II. g8 8 
5.250 
4.853 
























































.~61 5.558 6.097 ].900 3.603 ".80" ].5" 3.131 3.0'18 2.2 ... 11 ... 112 11.1'13 3.258 4.7'111 3.742 
.826 3.599 5.910 ".'1" ".770 ".516 3.658 3.280 3.S55 3.2'111 11.332 11.068 1.723 5.2111 1.9101 
TABLE 11. COMPARI'iON Of M[l'iUREo AND COMPUTED PAN EVAPORATION fOR 'iHEU rOUNDATION 'iTAlION IVENEZUELU •• 















































































































5 •• 115 

























































































HEAN'i .2_08.28011.8110 1.7198.]113 .9911 6.735 1.232 5.762 1.'39 5.U6 1.11255.2501.577 6.118 1.258 
































































































































































































HEAN'i 39.580 8.1"0 ".1100 1.866 7.952' 1.0]0 6.201 1.331 5.389 1.525 5.1120 1.515 5.69D 1."30 1.82' 1.0112 
HEA". AB5. RELaTIvE ERROR .238 .338 .3311 
oLATITUOE = ID.18 OEGREE5 N. ELEVATJON= 1130 "E~ER5. 
TA8LE 12. COMPARI'iON Of MEA'iUREO AND COMPUTED PIN EVAPORATION fOR 5HELL fOUNDATION 'iUTJON IVENElUELU •• 











6. '35.000 6.800 
65 135.600 6.800 
66 1011.200 6.500 
61 76.800 7.000 



















































































MEAN'i 111.0110 6.500 2.92'0 2.11111 6.518 1.005 5.398 1.207 11.725 1.383 ".170 1.369 5.757 1.128 6.881 
.950 










611 157.800 5.800 
65 195.700 6.000 
6f; 183.'00 5.000 
67 186.800 6.1100 




























































HEAN'i t82."110 5.560 1.980 2.836 11.936 1.130 11.3"1 1.286 '.268 1.312 ".318 1.2'36 5.6211 






























6 .. 155.900 6.100 
65 1'6.200 5.700 
66 190.600 5.200 
61 611.600 5.600 















2.001 2' •• 50 
1.600 3.ZSIJ 
2. JOO 2.' 35 
2.Z00 2'.]A 





























































































































































MfANS 131.72'0 S.S60 1.960 2.1" 5.S1S 1.005 '.852 1.153 ".816 10138 •• ", 1.128 5.5211 1.001i 5.2111 1.083 
MEA". 185. RELATIVE ERROR 
.0'" .121 .121 .1111 .051 
.1"6 
'LATITuDE = 10.11 OEGREE5 N, [L(va'IO.: 4]0 "El(.~. 
82 
TABLE 13. CO"PARISON Of MEASURED AND COMPUTE:O PAN EVAPORATION rOR SHEll fOUNDATION STAllON IVENElUELAI-. 






6'1 18l.000 5.500 
65 16".100 5.500 
~ 66 11l.600 5.200 
~ 61 1711.300 5.600 


































































PIE ANS 1"7.960 5 ..... 0 1.680 3.253 11.825 loll'l '1.606 1.1111 ,.1133 1.232 ".'tT7 1.219 5.393 1.00' ".8o.! 1.11>1. 
PI[AN AAS. REL'TlVE [1I110R 
31 10 6'1 121.000 5.800 
11 1D 6S 137.500 6.000 
1I 10 66 l08.600 6. liDO 
31 10 67 136.800 6.000 
11 10 68 13'1.200 5.600 
"EANS 1 .. 7.610 5.')60 






611 H.500 5.800 
6S 116.800 5.300 
66 35.000 q.~OO 
61 17 .110 a 5. 200 
611 21.'00 5.'00 
MfAN AA'>. IIELATJVE [IIROR 
31 I Z 6" 
31 12 r.5 
11 11 66 
11 II 61 




51. 200 5. 0 DO 
3.600 6."00 
7.800 6.20:'l 












2.900 2.:1 1'1 


















































































































































































































































"fANS 86."3'1 6.637 3.080 2."57 6.1115 1.066 5.510 1.215 '1.96] 1.357 5.011 I.JII'I 5.'199 1.118 6.03" loin 
",rAN ASS. IIELATIVE [1111011 .536 .086 .252 .2 .. 5 
TABLE 14. "EAN PlONTHLY VALUE,) Of OTllnrllllESTIII AL IUOU T IO~ 
LATITUDE EXPIIEo;S[O AS EQUIVALENT [VAPOIIATtON IN MILLIMETEIIS PER on •• 

































































































1 II. 88 








































































































1 ..... 1 
1".211 














































































11' •• 1 J 
16.2 " 
lli.35 
1( .... ., 

























1 f'. 16 
16.30 













1 1. 8~ 
17."0 
1 7. '" 
.111 
83 
T A8LE 15. COMPARI"('IN Of TN, YPA, HM. PEY, AND OTHER COMPUTED ValUES fOR 12 PERUVIAN STATIONS. 













7 ...... 8 








.. " .. 8 10 
.... "8 11 
2 .... "8 17 
1!l -6.10 7'1.92 
1" -6.70 7'1.92 
III -6.1D 7'1.92 
1 ~ -6.7D 1'1.'12 
14 -6.7D 79.92 
III -6.10 19.9~ 
111 -6.7D 19.92 
1 A -fo.1D 79.92 
I A -6.70 79.92 
I" -6.70 7g.9Z 
1 ~ -fo.70 79.9<' 








31 -J;. n 
31-6.18 



















" .. 60 " 
.... 6D 5 
.... 60 6 
"1I6D 1 
111160 8 
3 .... 6D 'I 
.... 60 In 
.... 60 11 
3 11 .. 60 12 
51 -1.90 79.<'2 
51 -1.9D 19.72 
51 -7.90 79.22 
51 -1.'10 79.22 
51 -7.90 19.22 
51 -7.90 7'1.22 
51 -7.90 79.22 
51 -1.'10 n.Z2 
51 -7.90 79.22 
0; 1 -7.90 79.22 
51 -1.'10 79.72 
51 -1.90 79.~7 















• 55 I; 26.2 
• 56 8 2'.6 
.526 22. B 
... 511 20.9 
• .... 3 1'1.6 
.1111] 19.3 
.501 19.7 
.5 ... 0 20.2 
.5 ... 5 1I." 
• 535 21.11 
25.1 17.'" 21 ... 22.9 
76.3 79.5 21.8 2'.0 
26.1 79.2 17.6 23.9 
2".5 76.3 16.9 22.6 
22.8 73.0 16.0 21.3 
20.8 69.6 15.1 U.6 
19.7 67.3 H.? 18.11 
1'1.266.713.9 17.7 
19.6 67.5 -13.3 17.7 
20.168." 13.0 18.0 
... 1 .3 70. .. 13.7 111 • 6 


























.7 .. 0 















• 7 30 































.658 23.6 :<'3.5 711.5 
.611 25." 25.3 17.7 
.66 6 25.2 25. 1 77 ... 
.1]0 211." 211.] 15.9 
.ll7 22.6 22.5 72.1 
.626 20.6 20.6 69.1 
• 53 II 19.] 19.3 66.1 
.597 19.0 19.0 66.2 
• 65) 19... 1 9... 66.9 
.6117 19.9 19.8 61.8 
.730- 20.3 20.] 68.5 
.7119 22.2 22.2 72.0 
.0 18.8 
.0 21.7 




































• Iii 90 





































































































































































12 ... 5 
• 5118 l3.0 22.9 n ... 
• 53 2 211.1 ?". 1 75." 
.5&2 23.8 23.8 711.8 
.562 22.0 22.0 11.6 
.59321.021.069.8 
.1116 19.2 1'1.2 66.6 
.:37" 18.3 18.3 61t.9 
.317 18.0 18.0 6 ..... 
• '2 • 17.9 1 7. 8 ".2 
... 80 18.2 1 A.l 6".8 
• 56 3 19.:1 19.0 66.2 
.579 20.7 20 ... 69.3 
12.00 .501 20.'" 20 ... 611.8 








































































.0 .. 2 
.0'16 


























































.0 18.3 1.000 .780 .782 .686 ... 8 .OZ8 " ... 011 1".'50 6.190 3.208 
TABLE 16. CO"PAIIISON Of T".: VPA. H". PEV, AND OTHER CO"PUTEO vALUES fOR 12 PERuvIAN STATIONS. 
ST YEAII "0 [LEV LAT LONG OL 






.. 38£'0 , 
.. 3860 7 





























ME IN ANNUAL VALUES 
5"'0 
5"60 
5 .. 60 
5 .. 60 
S 5 .. 60 
5,,60 !; 
5 .. 60 7 
51160 8 
5 .. 60 q 
S -8.53 78.95 
5 -11.53 78.'15 
5 -8.53 78.95 
5 -11.51 711.95 
5 -11.53 1ft.95 
5 -8.53 l!1.qS 
5 -8.53 78.95 
5 -8.53 78.95 
5 -8.53 78.95 
5 -8.53 78.Q5 
5 -11.53 18.95 
5 -!I.53 78.95 
S 51160 10 
51160 II 
5460 12 













1 3207 -9.5] 17.52 
:> 3201 -'1.51 17.52 
] 3201 -'1.53 71.52 
" 3201 -Q.53 17.52 
5 3207 -'1.53 17.52 
6 3207 -9.53 17.52 
1 3207 -9.51 17.52 
8 3207 -9.53 77.52 
9 3201 -9.53 77.52 
10 3207 -9.53 17.52 
II 3207 -'.5] 71.52 
I ... 3207 -9.5] 17.52 













• 59" 21.2 21.2 10.2 
.5'9 22.1 22.1 71.8 
.5" 21.8 21.8 11.2 
.555 20." 20 ... 68.7 
.3 .. 5 18." 18 ... 65.1 
.199 11.3 17.3 63.1 
• 192 16.8 1 6.7 62.2 
• 188 16. I 1 6.1 61.0 
.2&516.116.161.0 
.356 16.8 16.8 62.2 
."16 18.1 18.0 611.6 
• 52 7 19.5 ·1 9.5 67.1 

























... 50 21.'" 21.1 10.2 
.521 23 ... 2] ... 711.1 
... 90 22.8 22.8 73.0 
.591 2l.2 21.2 70.2 
.568 20.2 20.1 68 ... 
.1167 20.2 20.l 68 ... 
.]1111 19.5 19.561.1 
• 11 2 18.7 18.1 65.7 
• ]92 17.5 11.5 63.5 
... 211 11.0 111.5 611 ... 
.519 18.7 18.6 65.7 
... 69 19.9 n.9 61.8 
.60 .. n.9 1 ].9 51.0 
.SII2 13.' 13 •• 56.' 
.658 13.' 1 ]., 57.0 
.712' 111.1 1".1 57." 
• ., 8 13.' 1 2.' 55.' 
.93" 13.2 1].2 55.8 
."'6 12.6 12.6 511.1 
.W6 13.11 13.3 56.1 
•• 17 1".5 ·1".5 5'.1 
.107 111.2 111.1 51.5 
.638 Il •• 13.' 55.8 





































































































































.0 lB.5 1.000 .8611 .S611 .800 5.1 .028 2.581 1".828 &.OlS 2.1,19 
.0 21.0 
.0 2 ... 3 
.0 H ... 
.0 21 ... 
.0 20.0 




































.8 .. 0 






• 7 88 
• 7'111 







• 7 86 
• 761 






































































































































2 ... 96 
2.681 
2.70] 





































... ' .. 1. 
"."In 
&.0 1 Z 
6.606 

























].1 C 1 
.1.5 .... 
3."01 










12.00 .7&2 13.' 1].1 55 •• 3.0 7.11 '.000 .5'" .5116 .J7& 5.1 2.0111 3.212 111.'112 1l.31l 3."S1 
T ABLf 17. COI1PAIiISON OF HI. VPAo HI1. PEV. AND OTHER COMPUTED VILUES rOR 12 PERUVIAN STATIONS. 
















I ~OO - 9. 97 
18no - 9.97 
1800 -9.'17 
1 1800 -'1.97 
A IAOO -'1.'17 
.. 1800 -9.97 
1'1 1800 -9.97 
II 1800 -9.97 
12 1800 -9.97 
76.25 























HI TI1A H VPA VPCI 
• 38 2 20. 3 20. 2 68. 5 
.380 20.1 20.0 68.2 
.40219.1> 1'1.6 61.3 
... 81 19.9 1'1.9 67.8 
.630 19.7 19.7 67.5 
.290 18.5 '18.5 65.3 
.5'8 18.5 18.5 65.3 
.610 18.8 18.8 65.8 
... 56 19.9 19.'1 61.8 
.55" 20.5 20.5 68.9 
.421 20.2 20.2 68.11 










































































































































... 0" 8 
1.681 
1.502 





















.. 3820-15.82 70.00 
10 3820-15.82 70.~0 
11 3820-15.82 70.00 
































6.8 "".2 8." 117.1 
9.9 "9.8 






































































































































MEA>l ANNUAl VALUES 12.00 .72? 8.1 B.l '17.1 '1.8 5.7 1.000 .'Ig9 .502 .3'37 '.6 1.406 3.980 1 ... IIZ'I 11.123 2.71.0 
5556 3400-13.51 
5556 3/100- n. 57 
5556 1 31100-11.57 
5556 3"00-13.57 
555(' HOO-B.57 
9 5556 3400-13.57 
'I 555(, 3400-13.57 
'I 5556 8 3/100-11.51 
9 5556 'I HOO-l3.51 
'I 5556 10 3400-13.57 
9 555!; 11 3"00-B.57 
9 555(, 12 '''OO-iJ.57 
















































1].1 55.6 10.9 10.5 
13.J 55.9 11.5 11.0 
11.8 53.1 B.II 11.1 
11.2 51.2 6.6 11.5 
9.6 "9.3 ... 8 6.1 
B.2 '16.& 3.6 •• 7 
8.3 116.9 6.5 8.4 
".6 "9.3 '1.5 5.3 
11.1 52.2 5.7 7.0 
11. J 56.1 6.1 7. B 
11.5 56.3 6.9 8.8 



































































... 000 11.697 
".5711 13.106 
3.BI3 14.819 



























I1EAN ANNUlL VlLurs 12.00 .55) ll ... 11." 52.5 6.'1 8.2 1.000 .636 .619 .507 5 ... 1.829 3.311'1 14.593 ~.1'35 2.632 
B8LE 18. eO"PARI!iON OF "I. VPl. HI1. PEW. AND OTHER COMPUTEO VALUES FOR 12 PERUVllN STATIONS. 
<;T 'EAII MO ELEV LAT LONG OL 
10 5556 356 -6."8 76.'13 
In 5556 356 -6.'18 76."3 
Hl 5556 3t; & - 6 ... 8 7~. If 3 
Ul 5556 356 -~. 118 76.4] 
10 5556 356 -6.11. 76."3 l' 5556 lS!; -6."8 76.11 3 
10 5556 7 356 -6.118 76." 1 
In 555& ~ 356 -6."8 16."3 
In 5556 OJ 356 -6.11871' •• '1] 
In 5556 10 356 -6.'18 76.113 
l!l 5556 tl l56 -6."8 76."1 













TM ,TMI TF VPA VPCA 
.41" 27 ... 27.3 81.3 25.2 
.111" 27.] 27.2 81.1 211.5 
.33 9 27.3 :?7.3 81.1 111.0 
.3116 27.2 27.2 n.o 18.5 
• 2!1 0 27.0 27.0 80.6 1 9.1 
.ll'l 26.1 26.0 19.0 18.11 
... 71 26 ... 26.11 n.5 18.0 
.590 26.1 26.1 19.0 11.9 
.17326.526.579.718.6 
.416 27.5 27.5 81.5 U.S 
.lIl 2~.9 ?6.9 80 ... 19.1 






















































































































































II 3560 10 
\I 351.0 11 
11 3560 12 
150 -7.07 79.51 12.36 
l'iO -7.07 7'1.57 12.23 
ISO -1.07 79.57 12.011 
150 -7.07 7g.57 ll.85 
ISO -7.07 19.57 11.68 
1~0 -".01 7'1.57 11.60 
150 -7.07 19.57 11.63 
150 -7.07 7g.57 11.71 
150 -7.01 79.57 1l.'!6 
150 -7.07 79.57 1<'.16 
ISO -7.01 79.57 1<'.32 
150 -1.07 19.51 12."0 
.6&0 2".8 2 ... 7 16.& 
• 63 OJ 25.9 2 5 • 9 18.6 
.&65 21>.1 26.0 79.0 
.61>7 2".6 2".5 16.3 
.675 22.5 22.5 71.5 
• 511 3 20." Z 0 ... 6!!. 7 
.5" 0 19.3 I '3.2 66.7 
.583 19.0 19.0 66.2 
.638 19.6 1'1.1 67.3 
.61>0 20.1 ZO.2 68.2 
.68" 21.0 21.0 6'.8 
• 707 22.7 '" 2.7 72. '3 
11 I1EIOI INNUAL VALUES 12.00 .6"222.222.271.9 
12 4360 
12 '1360 
12 .. 360 
12 11360 
12 '1360 
12 '1160 6 
\1 'I J60 
12 .. no 
12 .. 160 'I 
12 11160 10 
12 "H.O 11 
12 4360 12 
7 - 3.67 
7 - 3.67 
7 - 3. 67 


































.463 26.6 26.1 79.9 
... 38 26.g 21.0 80.4 
.51" 21.1 27. 1 &0.8 
.5ll 2&.1 Z6.3 79.0 
• 51 2 25.6 25.7 711. 1 
.1110 2".2 23.8 75.6 
.33Z 23.D 23.6 n ... 
.297 22.7 22.8 72. g 
... a7 22.7 Z2.8 72.9 
.3117 23.] 23.5 73.9 
• 5 .. Z 23... 2 3.1 7't. 1 
• 511 5 25. 1 25. 3 17.2 
12.00 ... 51 <'''.1 2".'1 76.5 

























































































































... (,2 ~ 
... 15 ~ 
... 10;; 









.0 19.3 1.000 .761 .763 .638 ".0 .Og'l 5.192 1".~398 1.913 j.82 
.0 2 ... 9 
.0 26 ... 
.0 26.2 
.0 25.1 
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